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Go Karting Adventure In Sharm El Sheikh

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Group Everyday 20 mints 15:00

Go Karting Adventure in Sharm El Sheikh and Complete Your experience, get to know your four-
wheeled vehicle, and Go Wild! there are too many levels of competition but all are a wonderful way
of enjoying a competitive racing in the city of Peace

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

► Air-conditioned transportation
► Professional instructors
► Safety helmets 
► Race outfit

► any extras not mentioned in the
itinerary 
► drinks

Itinerary:

► Pickup from the hotel
We will pick you up from your holiday hotel in Sharm el-sheik and drive to the center to start
the activity.
Go Karting Sharm el Sheikh & Ghibli Raceway introduction
 ► Leisure Karting ( 20 Minutes )
Professional Karts ( 20 Minutes ) Professional Gearbox has 32 hp. Here starts the future of the
karting sport. ROTAX proudly presents a revolutionary package for the racetrack: the RM1
kart. Based on the powerful and reliable FR 125 MAX kart engine ROTAX engineers have
further refined this power pack. The result: the RM1 kart – the complete kart for the
ambitious kart enthusiast. For the first time in karting, the engine, gearbox, brakes, chassis,
tires, and bodywork are brought together in a finely tuned system. Highest priority: Maximum
fun. RM1 – Enter the future: fast forward The revolutionary chainless 2-speed direct drive
train (patent pending) doesn’t require any service such as lubrication or chain adjustment.
The 2-speed gearbox in harmony with the forceful 125 MAX DD2 engine brings the maximum
power to the tarmac. Drivers up to now had no opportunity to own such an attractive kart
package. The scratchproof, sublimated bodywork of the RM1 increases your safety, protects
most parts from damage, and simply looks great.
 the maximum speed of 45 KM is better suited for children from 6 to 10 years old, The kart is
designed with high safety factors to protect the driver from accidents

 ► Drive back to your hotel
our rep will be waiting for you to escort you back to your hotel.
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 Days Table

First Day :pick up

? Pickup from the hotel
We will pick you up from your holiday hotel in Sharm el-sheik and
drive to the center to start the activity.
Go Karting Sharm el Sheikh & Ghibli Raceway introduction
 ? Leisure Karting ( 20 Minutes )
Professional Karts ( 20 Minutes ) Professional Gearbox has 32 hp.
Here starts the future of the karting sport. ROTAX proudly
presents a revolutionary package for the racetrack: the RM1 kart.
Based on the powerful and reliable FR 125 MAX kart engine
ROTAX engineers have further refined this power pack. The result:
the RM1 kart – the complete kart for the ambitious kart enthusiast.
For the first time in karting, the engine, gearbox, brakes, chassis,
tires, and bodywork are brought together in a finely tuned system.
Highest priority: Maximum fun. RM1 – Enter the future: fast
forward The revolutionary chainless 2-speed direct drive train
(patent pending) doesn’t require any service such as lubrication or
chain adjustment. The 2-speed gearbox in harmony with the
forceful 125 MAX DD2 engine brings the maximum power to the
tarmac. Drivers up to now had no opportunity to own such an
attractive kart package. The scratchproof, sublimated bodywork of
the RM1 increases your safety, protects most parts from damage,
and simply looks great.
 the maximum speed of 45 KM is better suited for children from 6
to 10 years old, The kart is designed with high safety factors to
protect the driver from accidents

 ? Drive back to your hotel
our rep will be waiting for you to escort you back to your hotel.
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Price:

  ($) 40 

  ( €) 38  

  (£) 35  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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